Abstract. The second squarefree Veronese subring in n variables is the edge ring of the complete graph with n vertices. It is proved that every second squarefree Veronese subring possesses a Koszul filtration.
Introduction
Inspired by the work on strongly Koszul algebras [6] , Conca, Trung and Valla [2] introduces the concept of Koszul filtrations.
Let R be a standard graded algebra over a field K with m its graded maximal ideal. A Koszul filtration of R is a family F of ideals generated by linear forms with the properties as follows:
• The zero ideal (0) and the maximal ideal m belong to F ;
• for each I ∈ F with I = 0, there exists J ∈ F with J ⊂ I such that I/J is a cyclic module whose annihilator belongs to F . It is shown in [2, Proposition 1.2] that each ideal I belonging to a Koszul filtration possesses a linear resolution. In particular, any standard graded algebra over K admitting a Koszul filtration is, in fact, Koszul. However, the example [1, Page 101] says that there exists a Koszul algebra with no Koszul filtration. It is known, for example see [3, Corollary 6.6] , that if an ideal admits quadratic Gröbner basis with respect some suitable monomial order then its residue class ring is Koszul. However, the defining ideal of a Koszul algebra may not have quadratic Gröbner basis with respect to any monomial order. Also, in [4] the authors give an example of a binomial edge ideal whose residue class ring has a Koszul filtration, while the ideal has no quadratic Gröbner basis with respect to any monomial order for the given labelling of associated graph. It is still unknown that whether the existence of a quadratic Gröbner basis of an ideal with respect to a suitable monomial order implies the existence of a Koszul filtration of its residue class ring.
In the present paper, it is shown that every second squarefree Veronese subring possesses a Koszul filtration. Recall that the second squarefree Veronese subring in n variables is the subalgebra S
with the edge ring ( [7] ) of the complete graph on [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} and work with the toric ideal of S (2) n , [8] . It is known from [8] that the toric ideal of S (2) n admits quadratic Gröbner basis with respect to so called 2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 16S37, 05E40. Keywords: second squarefree Veronese subring, Koszul algebra, Koszul filtration. sortable monomial order. However, apart from the existence of such a quadratic Gróbner basis, a Koszul filtration of S (2) n studied in the present paper is also of interest from viewpoint of combinatorics of finite graphs. It seems very likely that every squarefree Veronese subring possesses a Koszul filtration.
Colon ideals in edge rings of complete graphs
Let K be a field and S = K[t 1 , . . . , t n ] be a polynomial ring in n variables. Let K n be a complete simple graph on vertex set [n] and K[K n ] be the edge ring of K n generated by monomials t i t j where {i, j} ∈ E(K n ). The edge ring E(K n ) can be viewed as second squarefree Veronese subring of S.
For the sake of convenience, we allow x ij = x ji . Let I n be the kernel of the K-algebra epimorphism φ :
To any even closed walk
is generated by quadratic binomials which correspond to 4-cycles in K n . For any f ∈ T , we denote byf the residue class of f in T /I n .
Proof. (a): Let p / ∈ {i, j, l}. Then the 4-cycle {{i, j}, {p, l}, {i, l}, {p, j}} in K n gives the binomial x il x pj −x ij x pl in I n and hencex ilxpj ∈ (x ij ). Therefore,x pj ∈ (x ij ) :
Conversely, letf ∈ (x ij ) :x il such thatf / ∈ (x ij ). We may assume thatf is a monomial in T /I n = K[K n ] because K[K n ] is naturally equipped with Z n grading with degx rs = deg(t r t s ) = ε r + ε s where {ε 1 , . . . , ε n } are canonical basis for Z n . Thenfx il =ḡx ij for some monomialḡ ∈ T /I n . Sincefx il =f t i t l andḡx ij =ḡt i t j , we obtain that t j |f in S. It implies thatx pj |f (in K[K n ]). It remains to show that x pj |f for some p = l.
Assume thatx pj |f only for p = l. Notice thatx jl / ∈ (x ij ) :x il because there does not exist anyv ∈ T /I n such thatx jlxil =vx ij . It shows thatf has more than one factors and there exist at least one factorx rs off such that r, s = l. Indeed, if every factor off is of the formx rl for some r ∈ [n] then we may writef =x a 1 l . . .x aml for some {a 1 , . . . , a m } ⊂ [n]. Then there does not exist any monomialḡ ∈ T /I n which satisfyx a 1 l . . . x amlxil =ḡx ij . Moreover, our assumption implies that r, s = j. If r = i, thenx isxjl =x ijxsl which givesf ∈ (x ij ), a contradiction, and if r, s = i thenx rsxjl =x rjxsl which shows x rj |f where r = l, again a contradiction. Hence we conclude thatx pj |f for some p = l.
Conversely, letf ∈ (x ij ) :x kl such thatf / ∈ (x ij ). As in the proof of (a), we may assume thatf is a monomial in T /I n = K[K n ]. Thenfx kl =ḡx ij for some monomialḡ ∈ T /I n . Sincefx kl =f t k t l andḡx ij =ḡt i t j , we obtain that t i t j |f . It implies thatx pixqj |f for some p, q ∈ [n]. Suppose that p = q. Thenx ipxjq =x ijxpq and we getf ∈ (x ij ), a contradiction. This gives p = q. It remains to show that x ipxjp |f for some p = k, l.
Assume thatx ikxjk |f . Notice thatx ikxjk / ∈ (x ij ) :x kl because there does not exist any monomialḡ ∈ T /I n such thatx ikxjkxkl =ḡx ij . It shows thatf has more than one factors. Letx ikxjkxrs |f for some r, s ∈ [n]. If r = i then s = k, otherwisē x ikxjkxis =x ikxijxks which givesf ∈ (x ij ), a contradiction. Also if r = j then s = k by similar reason. We may choosex rs such that r, s / ∈ {i, j}, otherwise, every factor off is of the formx ik orx jk but there does not exist any monomialḡ ∈ T /I n which satisfyfx kl =ḡx ij . It also shows that we may choose r, s = k. Therefore, x rsxikxjk =x ijxrkxsk which givesf ∈ (x ij ), a contradiction. Similar argument holds if we let p = l. Hence we conclude thatx ipxjp |f for some p = k, l. This completes the proof.
Second squarefree Veronese subrings
In order to define some suitable Koszul filtration for second squarefree Veronese subrings, we first introduce some notation. Let G be a simple graph. We say that G satisfies the edge-distance condition if for any {i, j}, {k, l} ∈ E(G) with {i, j} ∩ {k, l} = ∅, at least one of the edges {i, k}, {i, l}, {j, k}, {j, l} belongs to E(G).
Let e ∈ E(G). We denote by G \ {e} the subgraph of G with edge set E(G) \ {e} and the vertex set ∪ f ∈E(G\{e}) V (f ). For a vertex v ∈ V (G), we denote by N G (v) the neighbour set of v in G.
Before stating our next lemma, we first recall some definitions from graph theory. Let G be a simple graph on vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G). Then G is said to be chordal if every cycle of length greater than 4 in G has a chord. Dirac's theorem on chordal graph states that a finite graph G is chordal if and only if G has a perfect elimination ordering, see [5, p.172] . A graph G on the vertex set [n] is said to have a perfect elimination ordering if there exists an ordering {v 1 , . . . , v n } of vertices of G such that each v i is simplicial in the subgraph induced by the vertices {v 1 , . . . , v i }. A vertex is called simplicial if its neighbours induce a clique. For any v ∈ V (G), elimination of v from G is defined by removing v from V (G) and the edges incident to v from E(G).
Lemma 2.1. Let F n be the family of connected chordal subgraphs of a compete graph K n which satisfy the edge-distance condition. Then for any H ∈ F n there exists an edge e ∈ E(H) such that H \ {e} ∈ F n .
Proof. Let H ∈ F n and {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } be a perfect elimination ordering of H. We choose e = {v n , i} ∈ E(H) for some i ∈ N H (v n ) . Let K = H \ {e}. We first show that K is a connected chordal graph. If the degree of v n is 1 then {v 1 , . . . , v n−1 } is a perfect elimination ordering of K, and hence K is a connected cordal graph. If the degree of v n is at least 2 then using the fact that N H (v n ) induces a clique it is obvious that K is connected. Also, v n is a simplicial vertex of K. Indeed, N K (v n ) = N H (v n ) \ {i} which implies N K (v n ) induces a clique. The ordering {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } is a perfect elimination ordering of K because {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n−1 } induces the same subgraph in K as in H. This shows that K is chordal. Now we show that K satisfies the edge-distance condition. Let {p, q}, {r, s} ∈ E(K) with {p, q} ∩ {r, s} = ∅. At least one of the edges {p, r}, {p, s}, {q, r}, {q, s} belongs to E(H) because H satisfies the edge-distance condition. Let {p, r} ∈ E(H). If {p, r} ∈ E(K), then we are done. Assume that {p, r} / ∈ E(K). Since E(H) \ E(K) = {v, i}, it implies that {p, r} = {v, i}. Let p = v and r = i. Then q ∈ N H (v). Using the fact that v and its neighbour vertices in H form a clique we obtain {q, i} ∈ E(H). It implies that {q, i} ∈ E(K), as required.
Let H be a subgraph of K n . Then we set I H = (x ij : {i, j} ∈ E(H)). Consider the following family of ideals:
We now come to the main result of the present paper.
belongs to E(K). We know that v is a simplicial vertex of K which implies that N K (v) ⊂ N K (i). It gives that either r or s belongs to N K (i). We may assume that r ∈ N K (i). Then (x rs ) :x vi ⊂ (x ir ) :x vi . which gives
, we see that
It shows that
From here we see that I K :x vi is linearly generated. Let J be the subgraph of K n with
and V (J) = ∪ e∈E(J) V (e). Then I J = I K :x vi . We claim that J ∈ F n . To prove our claim, we first notice that K ⊂ J and for any q ∈ N K (i) we have V (K n )\{v, q} ⊂ N J (q). Also {v, i} / ∈ E(J). We first show that J is connected chordal graph. Notice that J is connected because for any {k, l} ∈ E(J) \ E(K) either k or l belongs to N K (i). Now we show that K n is chordal. Suppose that there exists a cycle C in J with length greater than 3. If C is a cycle in K then it has chord, and we are done. Otherwise, we may assume that C is not a cycle in K which implies that there exists an edge {t, u} ∈ E(C) \ E(K). Then either t or u belongs to N K (i). Let u ∈ N K (i). Also, if v ∈ V (C) then neighbours of v in C gives a chord because v is simplicial vertex in K and we are done. Let v / ∈ V (C). Then from (2) we see that u is incident to every vertex of C in J, and hence C has a chord.
It remains to show that J satisfies the edge-distance condition. Let e, f ∈ E(J) with e = {p, q} and f = {r, s} with {p, q} ∩ {r, s} = ∅. If e, f ∈ E(K), then we are done. Let e / ∈ E(J) \ E(K). Then from (2), we see that either p or q belongs to N K (i). Let p ∈ N K (i). Then {p, r}, {p, s} ∈ E(J) which shows that J satisfies the edge-distance condition, as required. Example 2.3. For K 5 , other than the empty subgraph, the connected chordal subgraphs of K n which satisfy the edge-distance condition (up to isomorphism) are given below. 
